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If I could have lunch with anyone, it would be…  

If given the opportunity to have lunch with anyone, without restraint, I would like to enjoy my 

meal with three personalities. The first would be Living Tribunal, a Marvel Comic entity who is 

the cosmic manager of the multiverse in the comic books, the character who is depicted as the 

final judgment with three faces representing equity, revenge, and necessity respectively. My 

second choice would be Albert Einstein, one of the many geniuses that have worked on the 

Theory of Relativity and quantum physics. My other option would be one of the Renaissance 

artist and scientist, Leonardo Da Vinci, the man that came up with inventions and theories far 

beyond his time. 

 The main reason I would choose these three characters would be because it would be 

fascinating to have a discussion on the ideas of the multiverse with the Living Tribunal, who 

would be able to explain the complexity of ideas of both Einstein and Da Vinci. I would be 

curious to know the physics and possibly the metaphysics, behind the concept of multiple 

variations of reality existing all at once. It would also be interesting to hear the perspectives of 

men of science and art from different periods of history and to find out how they would explain it 
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with the knowledge they already had, as well as how it would change the theories they had 

developed and worked on in their own time. 

 The other reason that these three individuals would be interesting to have lunch with 

would be to have the ethical discussion around the control of a multiverse by one being, although 

having separate “personalities.” It would be interesting to discuss the ethical dilemma around 

who should be allowed to decide on the fate of living beings or the planet, especially considering 

the culture and the eras Einstein and Da Vinci lived in. I think they would have interesting 

insights and opinions on the topic of a multiverse. I think this would definitely turn out to be a 

very interesting and intellectual lunch. 
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